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HIS paper is an attempt to survey the Medieval churchyard and wayside
crosses of Oxfordshire. The boundaries of the county are to be altered so
that New Oxfordshire will include part of the present Berkshire. While the
paper is concerned with Old Oxfordshire, for thc sake of completeness the
additional crosses which will fall within the new boundaries are added at the
end of the county list. All references to other counties are to them as they were
before the boundary revision.
The practise of erecting crosses goes back to early Saxon times, and many
examples of these crosses, usually decorated all over with a variety of carvings,
are found especially in the north and west of the country. None, however,
appears to exist in Oxfordshire. The most prolific period for the construction
of crosses was probably the 14th and 15th centuries, though some are considerably
more recent. Because of the lack of surviving detail it is difficult to determine
their dates. At the Reformation, wholesale destruction of crosses was ordered
and carried out, and very few now retain their heads, since these carried the
sacred images and so attracted the iconoclasts. The stump which remained
when the head had been broken off was in many cases adapted for use as a
sundial, but today the metal parts of these have usually been torn away.
At one time probably every churchyard had a cross, but there is some doubt
as to the function which they performed. They may have been erected as
religious symbols in the burial ground at a time when individual memorials were
uncommon, but they also seem to have formed a station, or halting place, for
the procession on Palm Sunday. Often they are referred to as preaching crosses,
but it is unlikely that this was a primary function except perhaps in the early
days of Christianity. A few town crosses may have been specially designed as
pulpits, but this is unusual.
Crosses also occur beside roads, at crossroads and in the streets and squares
of towns and villages. These again may be objects for religious veneration, or
they may mark the boundary of ecclesiastical land, and sometimes they are
memorials. In towns they are referred to as market crosses, and, though this
may not have been the reason for their erection, no doubt those with goods for
sale would gather round and sit on the steps of the cross, and the presence of
the symbol might add strength to the bargains. A whole series of forms intermediate between a simple cross and a market hall can readily be found. A
middle stage in this series is seen at Witney, where there is a square gabled roof
carried on pillars and having in the centre a pillar supported on steps, corresponding to the cross.
The scope of this paper is restricted to Medieval crosses in Oxfordshire,
excluding market crosses with roofs. Only existing remains are described and
.qq
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no att,mpt has been made to d. cover documentary evidence concerning
them .
The literature dealing with crosse. is not very extensive. There seem to
have been ix county surveys, and there i one book, that by Vallance', dealing
with the subject in general. I- rom th c. and from inspection of a vanety of
referenc!' and guide-book, it would cern that there arc probably extant the
r main of some 2,000 ero' es. They are by no means evenly distributed over the
country and are notably deficient in the south-eastern counties. In this Connection it must be remembered that we arc only dealing with the remnants of
what were once more numrrous, and tht' intcn ity of puritanical iconoclasm may

have been different in different arca~. Vallance states that 'numbers and
numbers of Kentish churchyard cro>''''' are positively known, through mention
of them in wills, to have been .tanding in the :\1iddle Ages', yet the remains
of only two cros.ses no\...· survive in Kent. \Vooden cro~s~ arc kno\\n to have'
existed, and perhaps tht'Se predominated in the south-cast and were easily
destroyed. In the region of the Jurassic Ridge, where building stone was easier
to come by, there may have been I s incentive for 'tone robbers to remove the
remains of the old cro.·, and. 0 here "e arc left with the steps and base' though
the heads may have been broken off. The density of crosses is low in (he north,
though this is the region where the tradition for erecting stone cros<es has its
longest history. This may merely be due to the lower population. The county
with the greatest number of crosses is Somerset with 175, followed by Herefordshire and Yorkshire with 117, while there are 8 other counties having between
50 and 100. Oxfordshire has 58.
The general structure of a 1\1edieval cross is "ery stereotyped, but when
onc comes to examine a number of them, minor variations become apparrnt.

Before discu<sing the structure it is nrces ary to establish a number of descriptive
term' which will be used here. The important part of the cross is, of course,
the head, as it displayed the sacred symbols. As a rule it is not cruciform but is
a rectangular tabernacle with sculpture on each face, one normally bring a
a crucifixion cene. The top is finished with a gabled roof or pinnacle. The
head is carried on a tall, slender, monolithic shaft which ha. a more or less
ornamental capital at the top.
omctimcs a shaft is compound. having a carvt·d
block half"ay up. The lower end of the shaft i, fitted into a socket-hole in a
large block of tone, the bast, which stand on top ofa set of stiPS. The lower end
of the ·haft is usually fixed firmly in the socket-hole by pouring melted lead
around it. Sometimes the steps are supported on a foundation, here rfferred to
as the plinth. Different authors sometim . usc different descriptive terms. The
capital may be called the knop. The base is often referred to a. the socket or
socket-stone, sometimes as the pedestal, and by base one author meant both the
steps and the socket-stone. The set of steps, decreasing in size upwards, is often
called the calvary.
The b t preserved part of a cross, and the one which shows the greatest
I A. Vallance. Old era$SIS ami L~atts ( lg:,lO). s~ "I!tO E. ~f.anhall, • Wayside, Churchyard and
Market Cro.es t, Ox/onLshlT. ArchflL<i. .
&fxn't... XXX\JI ( 18g7~ ) t 2B-3g.
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variety of form, is the base. Occasionally it is quite simple, a more or less cubical
block wider than high , or an octagonal prism. By far the commonest base,
however, is one which has a square section at the bottom and an octagonal one
at the top. It is convenient to refer to this as a 4 -8 base. The geometry at the
corners of the square, where it is transformed into the octagon, affords the greatest
variety of form to be seen in tills type of base. Several terms, such as steps,
angle stops or broaches, have been used in describing tills part of the base, but
the one adopted here is the stop. To cut off the angle formed by the meeting of
two planes is to bevel or chamfer it. The term bevel will be used if it is a horizontal
angle which is involved, while the term chamfer will be reserved for vertical angles.
By the stop of the base is here meant the transition between the square and
octagonal parts. The stop may be a plane surface, horizontal or inclined, but
it is often drawn up into a variety of domed or rounded forms. The commonest
form, however, is the pointed stop, the point being a hem i-pyramid extending
some or all the height of the octagonal part. Occasionally the stop may be
adorned with a sculptured head or figure, or have a free or partially attached
pedestal, but, whatever elaboration is found, the basic structure of the 4- 8 base
is a square transformed into an octagon. These geometrical shapes are difficult
to describe but may easily be appreciated from the figure (flO. I).
When the details of the structure of crosses from different districts are
compared, some regional types become apparent. Most striking is the frequent
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Details of the bases of croues.

stop.
20

A. 4-8 base with pointed stops. B. A plain sloping S[Op. C. A rounded
D. A saddle-shaped SlOp. E. The combination of a large bevel with a pointed stop as leen at
Gl"eat Rollright and at Launlon.
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occurrence, in Somerset and Dorset, of carved figures on the shaft and of corner
pedestals on the base. Another regional peculjarity is the presence of a small
niche in the base, found in tht Hereford region. Oxfordshire cros>cs do not
have any marked regional peculiarities.
CroS'cs may be situated in the churchyard, or outside in the village, or
beside a road in the country. In Oxfordshire 62° 0 are in churchyards, and
this seems to be an average figure. Extremcs are Herefordshire with 88% of
117 crosses in churchyards, and Norfolk with only 23% of71. In the churchyard
the cross is almost always near thc south porch of the church. About one in
five of the Oxfordshire churches still possesses a cross. Of the 22 found outside
a churchyard some arc in the village close to the church, as at Eynsham or
Woodeaton. Some are where there is no church, as at Thrupp, and some are
away from a settlement altogether, as at a road junction near Dean, or be.ide a
road ncar We.t End. The particulars of every cross arc given in a later section,
to which reference should be made. Here structural features of interest will be
discussed in general terms.
Oxfordshire is very poorly off for the heads of crosses. Only one, that at
Oddington, has what appears to be an old head, and Ihis is said to have been
placed there "hen the shaft was repaired. The origin of this head, and whether
it belongs to the base, seems to be unknown. It has an unusual quatrefoil shape
with a crucifIX on one side and a figure of the Virgin and Child on the other.
In the church at Duns Tew there is what seems undoubtedly to be the remains
of the head of a cross, the rest of which has vanished. It seems to have been of
the usual tabernacle shape with the Crucifixion on one side, the Virgin on the
other, and figures on each end.
Only 3 crosses, apart from the exceptional one at Eynsham, have retained
a complete shaft and capital, those at Waterperry, Woodeaton and Thrupp,
which arc roughly 200, 250 and 350 em. high respectively. Shafts are usually
25--3 0 em. square at the bottom and are changed into octagonal section a few
centimetres up by means of pointed stops. At Wood eaton the shaft is changed
rrom square to hexagonal. a most unusual arrangement known to me elsc\~. . h('re
only at Calmsden in Gloucestershire. The cross at Sarsden has an octagunal
shaft which is 100 cm. high and does not, as is usual, have any taper. On top
is a square block each face of which is provided with a gable. There is a large
round mortise-hole on top of this block, and it may have formed the mid point
of a composite shaft. A very similar arrangement is seen also at Somerton. At
Chastleton an octagonal shaft rcsts loosely in a square socket-hole and is probably
the upper part of a broken shaft. It is unusual in being ornamented with two
raised quatrefoils on each alternate face of the octagon. Similar ornaments are
Sfen on [he ornate shaft at Eynsham, but not, as figured by Vallance, at Yarnton.
Plain octagonal bases are found at Chipping Norton, Iflley and Ca~sington.
The socket-hole at Cassington, which is 25 em. square, is 24 em. deep and has
sharply cut outlines. One wonders whether it carried a wooden shaft. It is
the only base in the county which suggests this, though Watkins' mentions
lA" \'·at.kiru. The Old StamJing CrosStJ of }{",jorJjhirt (1930)'
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several in Herefordshire. Socket-holes are u ually relatively shallow and rounded
at the bottom. The base at Sarsden is also octagonal, but it is unique in its
elaborate decoration. There is a pilaster up each angle and these are linked by
a gable over each face, the panels so formed ha\ing trefoiled heads. The base
i now rounded at the top, but this seems to be due to wear as the ridges from the
gables have almost vanished. Headington has an octagonal base which is
peculiar in being formed of 2 stones. The lower one is reduced at the Corners
by ornamental bevels. The upper one is tall, with a moulding at the top and
bottom and with sunken quatrefoils on the faces.
There are some bases which appear to be plain squares, but this appearance
may be due to the top having been worn away. An example of this is at Middleton Stoney. At Somerton each corner of the base is carved into a face. Sometimes a square is reduced to a smaller square by a bevel part of the way up, as
at Cotti,ford or Fritwell, sometimes by moulding. as at Chastleton. The
commonest form of the base is 4-8, where the square is changed to an octagon
by some form of stop. This is found in 67 % of Oxfordshire crosses, and of these
45 0 0 have pointed and 34 0 /0 have rounded stops. Pointed stops eem slightly
more common here than in other counties, but this fea' ·re is not predominant
enough to form a clear regional character. U ually the 4-8 base is plain, but
it may be bevelled at the top and sometimes have mouldings, as at Shifford or
Souldern. At Launton and Great Rollright, the square is reduced by a bevel
before the transition to tl,e octagon (FlG. IE) . The height of the points is quite
variable, as is also the shape of the rounded stops. At tratton Audley only the
base remains. It has rounded stops, above whi h it is circular with a half-round
moulding. Above the circular part, which is 8 cm. high, are two low octagonal
othing quite like this has been seen elsewhere.
steps.
The steps of a cross are often lost or damaged and may have been completely
reconstructed, so that tl,e data concerning them are unsatisfactory. Of the 28
which remain in the county, four have one step, 13 have two, eight have three,
and two have four. One, the wayside cross at Sarsden, has six steps. One set
of steps, that at Yarn ton, is circular, three are octagonal and the rest are square.
Octagonal steps arc relatively much more common in Herefordshire, and still
more so in Somerset where 60 0 0 are of this shape. Gloucestershire resembles
Oxfordshire in the form of the steps.
There are two remarkable cro ses which closely resemble one another and
are quite unlike any others in Oxfordshire. These are the ones at Eynsham and
Yamton, both of which arc figured by Vallance. They are richly carved and
are among the most highly ornamented examples in the whole country. Unfortunately, they are so badly weathered, especially the one at Eynsham, that it is
difficult to make out the details. The one at Eynsham stands in the square
beside the church . The base is carved with a standing figure at each COrner
and has moulded gables over the figures and over each face. The tall shaft has
a rounded pilaster at each corner, an ornamented swelling halfway up and a
capital supporting a cube at the top. Each face of the shaft has at the bottom
a standing figure under a crocketted canopy. At Yarn ton the cross is in the
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churchyard, standing on two circular steps. Each face of the base has a kneeling
figure over which are moulded arches. The shaft has an ornamented swelling
at the top, but presumably only half of the original height remains. It has a
rounded pilaster at each corner and on cach face is a standing figure under a
crocketted canop}.
In the church at Combe, a few miles from Eynsham and YarnLOn, is an
object which has been described as a font or a well-head. I tis 4-8 with a rounded
stop near the bottom. One face of the octagon has a kneeling figure under an
arch, the others are covered with arcading. Though the details are different it
is very reminiscent of the crosses at Eynsham and Yarnton, and it seems possible
that it is the base of a cros of the same type as these, altered for some other use.
In the cathedral at Oxford there is a carved stone known as the Jew's Cross.
Vallance gives photographs of three sides of it and relates the story of how the
Jews of Oxford were forced to erect a cro.· as penalty for an act of desecration
of a crucifix, committed in 1268. The SLOne was found in 1837 embedded in the
base of a buttress. It is roughly cubical and is carved on all sides in high relief.
At each corner is a winged creature, head down" ards, with the tail formed of
foliage-like curls, curving over and spreading out at the top. Below the bases
of the tails the stone is pierced right through. The heads of the creatures are
too worn to show any details, but they have two legs which spread out on each
side of them. Each face of the block is framed by a rounded ridge on which the
sides of the tails and the legs of the beasts rest at the corners. Scenes are portrayed on each face of the stone. One shows the sacrifice of Isaac. He i seated
on a rectangular altar which has four legs, with hi. head bent forward and a fire
behind him. He is fully robed. Abraham is bearded and fully robed. He
stands on the right with a sword raised, and a hand from the clouds grasps its
blade. On the left is a tree with the ram caught in it. On the opposite face
of the block the right side has been cut away. All that remains in the lower
centre is a kneeling bull whose head is mi<sing. On the left is part of a robed
standing figure, and in the centre at the top a hand projects from the clouds
holding an open book. This .cene has been interpreted! as showing the giving
of the law, and the golden calf. It seems unusual to represent the calf kneeling
at the feet of Moses, and it is unfortunate that this face has been so mutilatcd.
Another face shows Adam and Eve standing on each side of the tree of knowledge,
which presumably has the serpent in it but this is not now obvious. The opposite
face has in the centre a robed seated figure apparently holding an open book
on Its left knee and something obliquely in the right hand. On each ide is
a robed figure walking away from the central one. Each seems to have a curious
prognathous face, what Vallance described as' grotesque heads like apes '. This
appearance might be produced by a rounded beard if the head is tilted backwards.
The top of the block has an unfinished appearance, as ifit had once been covered.
In the middle is a hole 161 cm. square and 28 crn. deep, on each side of which is
a smaller irregular hole. This square hole seems relatively too small to be the
socket of a cross shaft designed to match the base. This object seems to have
little or nothing in common with the cro",es which we are considering, and it
J
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seems po sible that it was originally the base of a 12th century font. The sockethole could have been added later to support a wooden crucifix, and the two
smaller holes beside it could have supported the attendant figures of the Virgin
Mary and St. John.
LIST OF THE CROSSES OF OLD OXFORDSHIRE
In order to save space the following descriptions are standardized as far as
possible, and certain special terms are used. These arc more fu lly discussed in
the text. The parts of the complete cross are the steps, the base, the shaft and
the head, but in very few examples are all present. Occasionally the steps are
supported on a plinth. The length of the side of the bottom step only is given.
The base usually has a square section at the bottom and an octagonal one above,
expressed as ' base 4-8 '. The corners of the square are cut off to form the
octagon. This transition is here referred to as the stop, and it may be a horizontal or inclined plane surface, or it may be drawn up into a rounded or pointed
shape (FIG. I). When a horizontal edge is cut away it is referred to as a bevel.
Only the extreme width and height of the base are given. The shaft also usually
has a square section at the bottom, transformed a few centimetres up into an
octagonal one by means of pointed stops. The width at the bottom and the
present total height are given. The top is usually missing but was originally
a moulded capital supporting a carved head. Unless otherwise stated the cross
is in the churchyard. Measurements are given in centimetres, w being the width
and h the height.
">!DROSDEN.

w 30, h 86.
DEOBROKE.

w

Base 4- 8 with pointed stops, w 71 , h 46.
Set in lead.
Base 4 ·8 with plain lIat stops, w 68, h 56.

Shaft 4-8 with pointed stops,
Shaft 4-8 with pointed stops,

25, h 79.

BROADWELL.

Village, near the church.

An octagonal plinth projecting at top and

bottom. Four octagonal steps, side 126. Base 4-8 with pointed SLOpS, w 84, h 68.
The corners of the. quare are cut off and so the points, which start near the bottom ,

have 3 triangular faces instead of 2. Shaft 4-8 with pointed stops, w 25, h 159.
The shaft and head restored and the base apparently cut through hori-

BUCKNELL .

zontally.

Two square steps, the lower with the corners cut off, side 174.

with rounded SlOpS hollowed at the sides so as to be rather ,addle-shaped.

Base 4--8

w 61, h 46.

Ba c octagonal, side 38, h 43. Near the top there is a moulding above
which is a concave bevel. The sockct.holc, 25 ~quarc, 24 de(:p, is sharply cut and may

CA. SINOTO:ol.

po"ibly have taken a timber upright.
CHARLTON ON OTMOOR.

w 8g, h 61.

Three square steps, side 255.

Base 4-8 with pointed stops,

Shaft 4 -8 with pointed stops, w 30, h 304.

Two square steps, side 126. Base square, w 60, narrowed by a moulded
bevel to a smaller square, W 52. There is a loose octagonal stone on top, which may be
a later addition. The socket-hole is 24 square. In it rests an octagonal shaft whose
faces are 7 and hIll. Each alternate face is ornamented with 2 quatrefoils in relief.
CIIASTLBTON.

This is probably part of the upper end of the original shaft. The head is modern.
CIIIPPING NORTON.
Beside the market hall. Base a rough octagon, side 35. Fixed
on top is a pillar from the old market hall.
COMBE.

In the church.

This object, which was discussed in the text, may have been
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the ba ~ of a cross altered to fonn a well-head. It recall the crosses at Eynsham alld
Yamton, though less ornate. The hole, diameter 61, \\hich pas~es right through it,
I rather roughly bo~d out a, compared ''w'ith tht careful carving on the surlan', and
may Ix secondary. The gt"necal form i 4-8 ,,,ith rounded stops near the holtom.
One main face has a kneeling figure', while the others have 2 tiers of arcading whoSt"
arches have trefoilrd heads. w 81, h 6S.
COTIlSFORD. T,..·o square steps, side 207.
Ba'ic square, w 73. reduced by a plain
beve'l to w 66, h 35. Shaft 4.8 with pointed SlOp. w 28, h Ilg.
CROPR£DY. On the roadside in a how~jng eslate. ExtremcJy worn base which seems
to have been 4-8 with plain 'loping ,top, ncar the bottom. The lall octagonal part,
\\ hich is slightly smaller man the square, might once have had decorated faces. w 76,
h 51. The stump of the shaft has been rubbed round and round wearing Ihe SO<'k<t
into a basin.
Cl:ODESDOS.
Four square steps, side 243. The low('st has an illegible inscription which
seems recent. Bao;e square, W 35, h 38. Shaft square with a low triangular projection
at the OO1l0m of each fan", not tapt'ring. W 25, h 129. ~Jl1(: upper part of the haft
and the head are recent.
DEA".
Where the road from Dean meets the road from Chadlington to Spelsbury.
No church near. Base 4-8 with rounded stops. w 73, h 51 Socket-hol< quare,
. id,' 33.
DORCHESTER.
Two octagonal steps, side 84. Ba\e 4-8 with rounded stops each having
a horizonlal bar above it, moulding al the top. w 79, h 43. Shaft 4-8 with pointed
stops, "t in lead. w 30, h 275. Head recenI. The ,haft is inserted diagonally with
respect to the square part of the baS('. Thi is an excepLional arrangement found
prindpally in Dorset and Somerset, but o(~easionally elsewhere.
DU:'Ii!i TEW.
There is no sign of a cross in tlle churchyard or village, but inside the
church is what seem to be a fragment of the head of aero.. On one side is. a crucifix,
Ih< figure wearing a loincloth and drooping to the left. The feet arc plac('d side by
sid(·. On the other side is a standing figure in a long robe which spread, out at the
bottom. Enough of one end remains to show part of a standing figure in a long robe.
There arc traces of rrd paint in the hollows of the robe of the main standing figure.
The stone wa, pierced through on the I.ft or the crucifix, but probably not on the right.
All these detaih are commonly ~ecn on the heads of crosses.
EYNSIIAM.
In the ~quare near the church. V~ry ornate but so baqly '''''cathercd thal
the features are almost indistinguishable. One square step. Base square tapering
upward, much of the top worn away. A standing figure under a moulded arch at
each corner, and an arch over f'achide. Owing to wear the tops of the figures and
arches arc mi. sing. Shart set in lead. Square v.,ith rounded pila.'itcn at the comer ,
and (,3ch face with a standing figure, h about 50, under a pointed arch with a crockcltNi
canopy .\n ornamented !iv"clling half.way up and a carved capital. Rrn;('ttcs in
re-lirf on each face above the canopie-s. On top j" a culx' which must havC' been a
c;undial. fhi.'; cross is very similar to thr. one at Yarn ton. For a possible third example
set' Combe.
FR.lTWJ::LL.
'fwo square steps, ~jde 178. Ba'ie square, w 71, leduced by a bevel to
\V 63, h 28.
Shaft 4.8 with pointed SlOP', W 20, h '57. The upper part of tht' shaft
and the head are reC<"IIt.
OAOI:'IIGW.EU..
At a road junction, no church ncar. Three square steps, ide 228.
rcstored on a concrrtc basco Ba..e 4 8 with low roundl·d stops nl'ar the lOp. Top
C'dge bevelled. Shart pos<ibly 4 8 with poil1led ,top', but the height is now only 23·
\\.. 35· Thi~ cross is similar to Salford J
GAR I. ·GTO.·.
In tht" village. Vrry worn and rrstored with concrete. Four square
steps, side 294. Base 4 ·8 wilh pointt"d stops, top rC"lorcd. w 81.
GREAT ROLLRIGHT.
One square step, side 129, on a square plinth with an overhang.
The step is made of only 4 large stones and the ba...c is now placed t"xccntrically upon it.
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Base 'quare reduced by a bevel on each face. The upper part is 4~ 8 with pointed stops
so arranged that the corner ridges between the ~els hecome the ridges of the points
and extend the full height of the base. w 86, h 63. The geometry of this base is the
same as that at Laumon, bue the proportions are different. FlO. IE. ) Shaft broken
ofT Oat at h (5 and with some dowel hole, on 'he ,op. w 35.
HEAOlNGTO!IJ. Two square steps, side 243.
Base in 2 parts. The lower, h 25, is
octagonal with sides 20 and 73, the short ~idcs being rt'duccd by ornamented concave
bevels. The upper part is a tall octagon with mouldings at lOp and bottom and sunken
quatrefoils on the faces. h 71. The cross is said to be 15th cent. with a modern ~haft
and a [7th cem. sundial on top .•
HORSPATIl.
]n the church is an object which ha'S been interpreted as a stoup or the
base of a cross. It consists of a tall octagonal slone, reducrd by a moulded bevel halfway up, and with a moulding at the top. 'I"he lower part is shaped so as to fit against
lhe wall. On top is a shallow octagonal sockrt-holc. Though i, might have been
used as a stoup it does not seem designed for thi purpose, and moreover it is on the
west instead of the east of the door. ] t does not seem LO be part of a churchyard cross
and might have been the base for a statue.
IFOLEV.
Base plain octagonal wilh a slight bevel at 'he ,op, side 33, h 76. Shaf, 4-8
wi,h plain sloping stops, w 33, h 243. The head is recent.
KEL.\C;CO'IT.
In the viUage. Three square step~, ,ide 216, the lowest overhanging
a plinth. Base 4-8 with rounded stops, w 68, h 51.
haf' set in lead, broken ofT
flush with the base, w 25.
LANGFORD. Three square steps, side 222.
Base 4--8 with plain stops, w 66, h 53.
Shaft 4-8 with pointed stops, w 28, h 99. Set in lead.
LAUNTOS.
Two square steps, side 19B. Base square reduced by a large bevel on each
face, above which it is 4-8 with pointed stops. w 76, h 53. The corner ridges between
the bevels continue as the ridges of the points to 'he ,op of 'he base. The geometry
of this base is similar to that at Great Rollright, but the proportions are different
(FlO. 'E). Shaft square, w 25, h 23.
LEAFIELD.
In the village. Restored in 1873 as thanksgiving for an escape from a
smallpox epidemic. The steps and only 'he lower part of the base seem old. Three
square steps, side 267. Base w 76.
LEW.
Roadside. Two square steps on a platform, side 220. Base square quite
plain, w 79, h 48. The top corners cut ofT with small sloping chamfers. Shaft 4 8
with pointed stops, W 28, h 63.
LITTLE ROLLRICHT.
Base 4-8 with a very unusual stop. Instead of the usual hem ipyramidal point there is a curved-edged ridge, wilh a basal angle of aboul 600, arising
from a more or less horizonlal surface. It is in effect an attenuated point. w 73,
h 41. The shaft is square below and round above, but it has probably been al,ered
as there is a mortared joint between the twO parts. W 25, h to the join 23, diameter
above (8, lo,al h 66.
MERTON.
Base 4-8 with rounded stops, w 71, h 46. '"rhere arc deep holes, measuring
5 x8, on each face of the base ,8 from the top. Shaft 4 8 with pointed stops, w 30,
h 106. Set in lead.
MIDDLETON STONEY.
Near the church, inside the castle bailey. Base square, w 73,
h 66. It is very worn at the top and there is a slight suggestion that it may originally
have been 4-8. Shaft 4-8 with plain SlOp<, w 28, h 66.
MINSTER LOVELL.
In the village. Base 4 8 with low rounded SLOpS, the octagon
reduced by a bevel, w 71, socket-hole square side 30.
NQRTI-IMQQR.
Base 4 .g with pointed SLOpS, w 77, h 46. The socket-hole is now rather
basin-<haped but was probably about 25 square and 23 deep.
ODDI!'I;OTON.
"fhree square steps, side 220. Ba . .e 48 with pointed stops, w 76, h 61.
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Shaft 4-8 with pointed .tops, w 33, h tOO, the upper part being restored. The h,.. d i.
a quatrefoil having a crucifix on one: ide, the figure with legs crossed and head inclined
to the right. On the other 'ide is the Virgin and Child. The Virgin i. crowned and
fully rol,..d, the left arm holding the Child on the left knre, the right holding a breast.
This head j said to have bttn in the po
ion of a former vicar and was placed on
the cro ""he'n this was restored. It is unfortunate." that its history hould be Uflctrtain
a: it is the only comple,e head in the county.
OVER KIDDJXO'lOS.
In the village. Two quare steps, side 216. BaSe:" almost a culx-,
but the top very much worn, w 8" h 79. Shaft 4 ·8 probably with tall pointed stops,
but too worn for certainty, w 33, h 237.
OVER WORTOS.
Near, but outside, tht" churchyard. re:stored as a war memorial. Ba'\e:
4-8 with pointed stop>. Slightly rectangular 73 x66, h 48.
OXFORD.
In the cathedral is what is said to he the ba,e of the Jew's Cross of 1268.
This has been descrihed in the text. It is carved all over with figures in high relief
and may be of '2th cent. or earli .. date. On top is a small deep socket·hole and
2 mailer irre-gular oncs. It i perhaps the b~ c of a font later used to support a wood("n
crucifix and its 2 attendant figllres. w 68, h 58.
RADCOT BRIDCE. The corbelled·out projection on the eastern parapet supported a ('ross.
The. haft, ~t in lead, is squar!:, W 28. Only 4 othr:r bridge crosses seem to be recorded.
SALFORD I. Two square steps, side 198. Ba'i(" 4 -8 \\'ith low rounded stop...
\\' 79,
h 68. Top edge bevell<d. Thi base i imilar to that at Gagingwell. Shaft 4 8
with pointod stops, w 33, h 41.
SALFORD 2.
Roadside, on A44 near the village. One square su:p, ide 142. Base
4 -8 with pointed stops, w 86, h 68, Socket-hole' ~llarrJ sidC" 30.
SA~D'·ORD. Ba,e 4-8 with plain stops, a mOlllded bevel to tho top, w 76, h 48.
Shaft,
~ct in h.·ad, square, W 28, h 28.
SA~DFORD n. MARTIN.
In the village at a road junction. Three square steps, side 255,
seem to be old. They are raised on a brick foundation, and the bao:;c, haft and hrad
st.·em to he modern. Lying alongside is the low("r part of a shaft ,\-·hich also scenlS to be
modern.
SAR\OE,"I,
At a road junction, no church nrar. Six irregular, octagonal stc.-ps, ide
of the 10weM, 178, 152,284. The base is octagonal and now has a rounded bev("1 at
the top. but this is probably due to w!:ar, W 38, h 56. There is a pilaster at each angle,
and each face is crowned by a gable below ,\-hkh is a trefoil formed by 2 cusps on (.'ach
side. The haft, set in Ie-ad, is octagonal, raeh farC' 12, h 101. On top is a "quare
stone, w 41 J h 38. each face of which carrie.: a gable ,,·jth a rounded ridge, having
lx-Iow it a tn·foil formed by one cu p on each side. There is a round socket on top of
this stone, so it may have be:en halfway up a composite s.haft or perhaps carried a tall
cruciform head. A similar arrangement i set'n at Somerton.
SHIFFORD.
Bate squaff: with a moulding, th!:n reduced by a concave bevel above \\ hich
it i, 4 8 with saddle-shapc-d <lap. Highrr still thore is another moulding, and on top
a smaller, very shallow octagon. w 81, h 53. Shaft, et in lead, 4.-8 with pointed stop,
w 27, h 53.
SHIPTON OS CHERWELL.
Square plinth, 'ide 243, and 2 square steps. Base 4 8 with
pointed stop' and a bevel to the top, w 79, h 68. Shaft 4-8 with pointed <lOP', probably
with bars above, w 33, h 213. Capital and small erOS! head probably recent.
SOMERTOS.
Square plinth, ~ide 304, and 3 square tcps. Base squan~, w 89. h 4 I.
Each corner shaped into a large fac!: whose height is about thrcc·quarters that of the
base. Each is bordered by a flat band grooved more or less horizontally, perhaps a
halo. Shaft, !let in lead. with tall pointed stops, W 23, h 105. On top is a cube. w 3D,
carved on each face with a kneeling figure and having on top a square socket·hole
side 18. This may have be!:n halfway up a compo~ite shaft. A similar arrangement
is seen at Sarsden.
SOULDER~. Steps now merely overgrown debris. Base 4-8 with the SlOP' as ,addle-
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'haped depressions leaving up, tanding points at the corners. The octagonal part with
mouldings. w 76, h 43. Socket-hole 'quare side 30" depth 25.
haft 4-8 with tall
SOUTH NEWl:-.;OTO:-J. Base 4- 8 with rounded stops, w 86, h 61.
pointed stops, w 38, h 56. An iron dowel set in lead on the top. The socket hole is
larger than the shaft, w 46.
STEEPLE ASTON.
Two square steps, side 184. The lower is raised on a plinth and is
bevelled below. Base 4-8 with pointed stops, the octagon reduced by a bevel and
perhaps moulded. w 73, h 61. Shaft square, set in lead, w 29, h 53. It tapers
tilightly and is then rounded off and some iron is set in the tOp.
STRATTON AL'OLEY.
Near the north do' r of the church, in the churchyard. Base
square with rounded SLOpS above which is a circle, h 7. AhovC' this arc 2 low octagonal
steps. w 73, h 42· Socket-hole square, side 25.
TASTO!';.
In the villag{"J no church. Three square steps, side 274. Base square,
very worn, \"; 84, h 56. Shaft, set in lead, without definite stop, w 35, h 76.
THRCPJ>.
Road~ide, no church near.
One ~quare step, side 129, on a built up plinth.
Base square reduced by a bevel and then 4 8 with plain sloping stops at the top, w 79,
h 46. Shaft, set in lead, 48 without definite stops, w 28, h about 366. It is complete
as it swells out into a capital at the top, and it is notably tall.
TOOT DALDON.
One square step, side 171. Base 4- 8 with pointed stops, w 68, h 51.
The octagon ha, unequal ,ides, 38 and 20, and the top edge is bevelled. Shaft w 30.
Shaft and head recent.
WARBQROl'QIl.
Two square steps. Base 4-8 with small rounded stops and a bevel
at the top, W ?I, h 51. Shaft, ~et in lead, 4-8 with pointed stops, w 33, h about 300.
Several iron hooks projecting part of the way up.
WAT£RPERRV.
Two square steps, ~ide 183. Base 4 --8 with pointed stops, the top edge
with a concave bevel, W 76, h 51. Shaft 4-8 \·..ith sloping stops, w 30, h about 213.
Octagonal capital with double moulding. The head cruciform with trilobed ends to
the arm~, which are joined by a pierced square with tl'ilobed corners. The head has
apparently been renewed as Vallance figures one with a crocketted pinnacle.
WESTCOT DARTON.
Two square steps, side 152 . Base square reduced by a bevel part
way up. At the top a fiat stop makes an octagon only 2 high, w 63, h 43. Sockethole square, w 30, depth 21, with a rounded bottom.
WEST END.
At a bend in the road, I mile west of Bablockhythe Ferry. Rase only in
the ditch on the south side of the road near a power pole. 4--8 with plain sloping
stops, W 84, h 63. Socket-hole 33 square, 10 deep at the edges. Bottom concave.
WOODEATOS.
On the green near the church. Three square steps, side 267. Ba c
4-8 with rounded stops, w 76, h 51. Shaft square reduced to a hexagon, a most unusual
arrangement. w 30, h about 275. The shaft is complete but the capital is weathered
and sho\\'5 no detail.
WORTON J.
In a garden, no church near. Base only, 48 with plain sloping stops,
w 86, h 43. Socket-hole 38 square.
WORTON 2.
In the same garden. Rase only, 4 -8 wirh plain sloping stops, w 73, h 43.
ocket-hole 25 square.
YARNTOS.
Two circular steps, diameter 200. Base elaborately carved. The lower
part is circular, h 12 and diameter ag. Above this square with a semicircular projection
extending the full height of each face. There is a double pilaster over each re·entrant
angle carrying pointed arches over the corners and rounded ones over the projections.
On each projection is carvrd a figure. All seem to be kneeling on one knee with a sword
extending obliquely down behind, except the one on the south face which may be
carrying a shield on the left arm. h 58. The shaft, set in lead, is rectangular, 28 X'3.
The present height is 152, presumably about half the original. There is a rounded
pilaster at each corner and a decorated band round the top. Each face has a standing
figure below a pointed, crocketted canopy. Above the canopies and between the
pilasters the faces of the shaft are convex. Height of the figures 63, height to the top
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of the canopin JOI
Thi~ cnJ!l;'Ii i v~ry imilar to the one at Eynsham, and they arc b)'
far the most elaborate in the county. For a po ible third example see ComLx-.

Ntu O.ifordjhirt
rhe following rS additional cr~, at prCS('nr in &rk hire, will come to be in
~n\' Oxfordshire when the boundari( are changed.
BOt:RTQ..
.\t a road junction in the- village. I'hrre squarf" $tcps, side 259. Ba..c ~ 8
with a .Ioping top, 76, h 68. 'haft compl<t<. 4-8 "ith probably pointed top',
w 30, h about 360.
CHAR:\EV DAS.C,ET.
VHlagc, nov..' \var memorial. Extremely \\'oro. Bas£' squarc,
w 76, h about 40. Shaft probably 4 8 with pointed stop., wabout 13, h 36.
COLf:'iHlLl..

Village green.

Two irregular stf"PS, c;ide 152.

Ba!'lc 4-8 with sloping

stops, w 86, h 53. Shaft, set in Irad, 4 8 with 'loping stops, w 33, h 25.
CO"PTOS. Bas< 4-8 with pointed StOp, w 53, h 46. Socket-hole square, ,ide 28,
d<pth 10.
COSCOlf.. .\t road junction. Base octagonal, sides 41, embedded in the ground.
Shaft, set in lead, 4-8 with ,loping stops, w 30, h 56.
CUY.·OR. '/ hr« square steps, ide 240. Base 4--8 with ,addle- haped stop, (Fla. I),
mould"d Ix vel at the top, \\ 79, h 7b. Shaft, set in lead, 4.8 with pointed stops,
W 28. h 23.
Upper part modern.
DE. 'CH\\'ORTH t.
Two steps, one level with the ground, side 240, the other cross-shaped
made of 4 large stones. Base rounded square, w about 86, h 68. Shaft 4-8 with
poin«d SlOp, W 30, h 96. Hcad modern.
DENCI".... ORTH 2.
At road junction at the east end of the village. Base irregular,
embedded ill the ground, w 76.
hali 4-8 with pointtd SlOpS, w 30, h '50.
ORAYTOS.
SU"ps, shaft and head modern. Base 4-8 with pointed stops, then reducrd
by a b<cvcl and with an overhanging moulding at tho top, w 79, h 67. The new shaft
is set diagonally with respect to the :-quare part of the ba~) an unusual arrangement,
see Dorche [{"f.
EAST IJAOBQt'RNE 1.
Village street. Plinth, side 340, and 4 square steps. Ba e
essentially 1- 8 with pointed stops, but one axis is extcndrd so that it is rectangular,
76 XS8. Very worn, at least 15 missing at the top. In the extension there is a niche,
w 30, h about 30, depth 7. 1t had a pointed top but this is worn away. Shaft, s('t
in lead, W 29, h about 275. In the shaft, 33 up. is another niche with a pointed top.
w 7, h 25. depth 5. . ·iches in crosso are unusual, and they have been discussed rlsewhere. 6 Of the 49 \\-,hieh are known, 37 are in Herefordshire., and the others, with the
singlr ex«ption of that at East Hagbourne, are close to its borders. ThiS cross I
unique in having 2 niches, and there i only one other example having a niche in the
shaft. 'I his is at Great ~talvcrn, 'Vore ter hire. The sharr at East Hagbournc now
carries a cubical sundial and a ball.
RAST HAGnOl"R:'IO£ 2.
At crossroad" at the C'a<;t end of the village. Base octagonal \\oith
a large In'vel at the top, side 35, h about 43. Shaft only a worn stump, 4--8 with pointcd
stops, W 28, h 43
OOO<EY.
Ba,e embedded in the ground, apparently 4 8 with pointed stop.. Shaft,
set in I<"ad. 1- 8 with pointed stops, w 28. h 126.
LETCOMDE REet. Base 4--8 with pointed stop and bevd at th~ top, w 73, h 57. 1101<:1,
diamel(~r 3 and 38 deep, running obliquely downwards into the base above the point".
Shaft 4 8 with pointed stops, w 33, h 122.
LosG WJrrF.. 'HAM.
Al road junction we:it of the village. ~lost1y n-stored. Four
quare steps, and lower part of the base, w 68, perhaps original
SORTJi III:'1OK EY. Three square steps, side 314.
Bast- square, w 89, reduced by a bevel
with a groove bdow to w 73, then 4 8 with sloping stops and a moulding at the lOp.

,B.J,

Marples, T,wu. WtJOiMjJt ',"t. FitldC1ub.
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h 68. Shaft, sel in lead, square \\;th rolls at the corners, W 25, h 280. Vallance gives
figures shov"ing the SlOpS of the base as saddle-. haped. no trace of which is visible now,
and fragments of a gabled head with ftoriatod ero. ,.
SOUTJ-I HJ:"WKSEV.
Three square steps, side 257. Base 4- 8 with rounded stops, w 68,
h 38. Socket-hole square, side 28, depth 23.
SPAR.C;nOLT. Now a war memorial with new !;tcps, shaft and head. Base 4 -8 with
pointed stops, bevel at lhe top, w 84, h 76. Shaft, set in lead, 4-8 with sloping stops,
w 39, h of old part 58.
STEVENTON.
Two square steps, side 210. BMC square, w 89, reduced by an almost
horizontal bevel to w 72, then 4- 8 with, on 2 corners, low rounded stops each with
a diagonal groove. Above one is a shield with a cross and above the other a fourleaved flower. The other 2 corners of the base have irregular pointed stops ,dlh
doubtful traces of ornament, perhaps a trefoil, above one. Base h 81.

